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Details of Visit:

Author: Hard2Handle
Location 2: Queensway
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 18 Jan 2010 16:15
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: A1 Asian Kiss
Website: http://www.a1asiankiss.co.uk
Phone: 07818874405

The Premises:

Right near the tube station. There was an elderly porter as I went in but he was busy pottering
about doing something and didn't appear to take much notice of me. There's 2 lifts:- don't do as I did
and get into the secondary lift cos you'll have a bit of trouble working it cos the numbers were
obscured off of the buttons. I had to take a guess, which was a challenging way to start off the punt,
and as it turned out I guessed the right floor!!!

The Lady:

Amy is very slender and a lot thinner than I was expecting. Her website pix are of her, but she looks
more voluptuous online than she is in real life. She's still beautiful, tho.

The Story:

I got a ?10 deduction on the punt cos of a mix-up (on the agency's part) when I made the booking,
which is fair enough on their part. Amy greeted me dressed in a black bra, black pants and a black
nylon short negligee. We started proceedings off by heading to the bathroom which was only lit by
candles. Very atmospheric! She then gave me a functional shower ? the objective was to get me
clean (I had already had a shower earlier that day anyway). There was absolutely no eroticism
involved in the shower. She did however do a good job at washing and tugging at my cock.

Back in the bedroom, it quickly became apparent that Amy is a woman who likes to take control,
and she wasn't responsive to anything outside of her routine. There was no kissing nor playing with
her tits, no OWO nor RO and anal was definitely off the menu. When she applied the condom on
me with her mouth I thought that this was too early cos I wasn't even erect yet. I needn't have
worried ? she soon had me rock hard! She then proceeded to give me a covered BJ before moving
onto doggie which ended with her draining me to the very last drop!

Amy soon initiated the start of Round 2 by playing with my limp cock, which she soon had erect
again. This led to covered oral, then CG and then a prolonged doggie session. By now my energy
was starting to flag and I withdrew out from her. She took off the condom, got me to lie back back
on the bed, applied another new condom and proceeded with give me more vigorous BJ. She was
really going at it, moving her head up and down very swiftly. This went on for quite some time, but I
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wasn't close to cumming and time was nearly up. So with that, Amy stopped the BJ, removed the
condom and then gave me a handjob. She then applied some oil to my erect pole and went at the
HJ rigorously. This soon brought me to the edge and my body tensed in anticipation of the eruption
that was shortly to come. Amy, in witnessing my supine convulsions, continued her ministrations
with much more vigour until I came all over her hands. Glorious!

We finished off the hour with a joint shower (again, for cleanliness purposes only) and a nice chat
while getting dressed.

As I left I reflected on a pleasant time with a nice lady who was determined to make sure I came
twice. It wasn't an encounter where I was allowed to be in control, and many things were off her
menu, but it was a nice way to spend an hour with a pleasant young woman.

I would recommend seeing her, but my own quest to visit as many beautiful women in London as
my funds will allow, means that I won't get back to see Amy again.
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